
 
 
 
 

 

Spring 2019 from Bonmarché 
 

 
The Bonmarché Spring collection; available online and in-store from February 2019 has been 
designed for the woman who wants to feel incredible this season. This spring sees the launch of the 
two new trend led Edits by Mark Heyes, which includes beautiful occassionwear and versatile 
separates. This season Mark has curated both of his collections for the fashionable woman who isn’t 
afraid to stand out.  
 
The Edit by Mark Heyes epitomizes style, confidence and femininity as his new range includes a 
stylish red leopard print dress, oversized snake print sheer shirt and monochrome co-ords.  
Each piece in Mark’s collection can be easily styled with standout pieces from the core Bonmarché 
spring range for the perfect day-to-night look.  
 
Mark Heyes comments;  
 
“My fabulous new collection for spring is my favourite so far, and the new double collection has 
allowed me to add a mix of stylish and fun daywear pieces to the sophisticated, glamour of the 
eveningwear collection. Giving double options to our Bonmarché customer.”  
 
Spring 2019, will also see the launch of Bonmarché’s new Linen Collection. This collection is focused 
on key linen blend pieces including wide leg trousers, palm print tops and light day dresses. The 
Linen Collection is essential for the adventurous woman who needs breathable and practical pieces 
for her holiday wardrobe.  
 
The new spring collection also includes one piece swimsuits, beach cover-ups and bikinis covered in 
striking stripes, tropical and geometric prints. These new beach essentials are a must-have for 
effortless yet elegant poolside style.  
 
All of the fabulous prints in the collection are exclusive to Bonmarché. Inspired by key trends of the 

Spring season, Bonmarché’s Spring 2019 collection will be available in sizes 10-24 and in over 300 

Bonmarché stores nationwide, online at www.bonmarche.co.uk, via the telephone order line – 0330 

026 2728 or via its mail order catalogue. 


